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Yaskawa error code h66

William Murphy/Flickr No country currently has the country code of 35. However, many small European countries have codes that begin with the numbers three and five, namely Finland (358), Gibraltar (350), Ireland (353), Portugal (351), Albania (355), Bulgaria (359), Cyprus (357), Iceland (354), Luxembourg (352), and Malta (356).International
Access Codes To place an international call, you need more than just the country code ― you also need the international access code of the country you are currently in. The most common code is 00, which is used in countries such as the United Kingdom, France, Mexico, Malaysia, and India. The second most common code is 011, which is used by the
United States and its overseas territories, Canada, Australia, Jamaica, the Central African Republic, and other countries. Other codes also exist, such as 010 for Japan, 009 for Nigeria, or 119 for Cuba. Country Code The country code is the next number needed to make an international call and is determined by the location of the number one is calling.
For the U.S., Canada, and overseas American territories, this number is one. For Europe, this number is two- or three-digits long and begins with either a three or four. The only exception is Russia, which is simply seven. Phone Number Finally, you have the phone number itself. Depending on the country, this will usually include an area code that
specifies a broad geographic area within a country, a prefix that specifies a more limited area, and a line number that provides the address for receiving phone. In the U.S., the first three digits are the area code, the second three are prefix, and the final four are the line number. Making the Call Making an international call to or from Europe, Canada,
and the U.S. is almost as simple as stringing these three numbers together, although there are a few additional rules to keep in mind. If you’re dialing from a mobile phone in the U.S., Canada, or Europe, you can enter a plus sign instead of the international access code. Next, enter the country code. Finally, dial the phone number. If it starts with a
zero, drop it unless the number is in Italy. Special rules apply to Hungary and Russia. Keep in mind that European phone numbers vary in length much more than American phone numbers, even within a single country. Also, just like in the U.S., you can often leave out the area code altogether when making a domestic call in Europe — that is, if you’re
making a call from one local number to another. Consider this example. If you want to call Ireland from the U.S., first dial the American international access code, 011. Then, dial Ireland’s country code, 353. Finally, dial the full Irish phone number. If it begins with a zero, drop it. Country Code Politics While country codes may seem like a dry subject,
they can also be very serious. Kosovo, a country that declared its independence from Serbia in 2008, is not recognized by the United Nations, and that means it’s also not recognized by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the body that assigns country codes. As a result, Kosovans must use the country codes for Monaco (377) or
Slovenia (386). However, foreigners must use Serbia’s code (381) instead, causing Kosovans to pay millions in phone fees. Kosovans want their own phone number, but Serbia prevents them from doing this through the U.N. and ITU. MORE FROM REFERENCE.COM Onboard diagnostics or OBD/OBD-II codes are those dreaded engine error codes
that only trained auto mechanics seem to understand. Take a few minutes to gain a greater understanding of car engine error codes and the next time the check engine light comes on, you’ll know exactly what to expect.A Bit About the Check Engine LightCheck engine light problems are just the beginning when it comes to OBS or OBS-II codes that
auto mechanics use to determine what is wrong with your car or truck. The check engine light means that vehicle check engine codes have popped up in your vehicle’s diagnostic menu. Late-model cars and trucks run a quick diagnostic report as soon as you start the engine and contain one or more computers that monitor sensors throughout the
vehicle constantly. From ignition system sensors to fuel injections sensors, those onboard computers work hard to maintain your vehicle. When an error in a sensor occurs, that check engine light pops up to let you know.The Common Check Engine Code p0171Common Mercedes check engine light codes are the same as codes for many other vehicles.
One of the most common of these light codes is the check engine code p0171. The check engine light comes on, you take your vehicle to an auto mechanic, and he or she hooks the car up to an OBD or OBD-II scanning tool. This tool finds the code, and the code tells everyone what’s wrong with your car. The internal combustion engine runs most
efficiently when the fuel and air mixture is just right. When the mixture is too rich or too lean, the check engine code p0171 lets you know that a control module needs to be changed, the software requires updating, your fuel filter is clogged or your fuel pump is weak.Check Engine Code P0128Another very common of the vehicle check engine codes is
the check engine code P0128. When your check engine light brings this code to your attention, you’ll need a little help maintaining or achieving the proper engine temperature. To work efficiently, your vehicle’s engine has to be at the right operating temperature. The check engine code P0128 lets you know that you might have a defective thermostat,
engine coolant temperature sensor or cooling system. With this engine code, you might also have low or dirty engine coolant or a fan that is not running correctly. A quick repair saves your vehicle’s engine from temperature-related damage.The Key to Understanding Check Engine CodesThere is a simple system that helps you to understand which
part of the vehicle each OBD or OBD-II code represents. An OBD or OBD-II code begins with a letter. The letter stands for the portion of the vehicle that requires your attention. For example, if the code begins with the letter P, this code is concerned with the powertrain of the car. Codes that begin with U are for the network while B codes refer to the
body.The Tool to Reset My Check Engine LightWant to take care of your own check engine light problems? Grab an OBD scanning tool, plug it into your vehicle, find and fix the broken part and reset your check engine light. There are plenty of car diagnostic tools that are ideal for the do-it-yourself mechanic. Check out scanning tools by Foxwell,
BlueDriver Professional or TryAce for at-home car repairs. These scanning tools use Bluetooth or a corded plug that attaches to your car to scan for check engine codes and narrow down those vehicle problems. Several versions of the OBD scanning tool are available for less than $200. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Yaskawa’s V1000
Industrial AC Microdrive is a high-performance vector drive designed for efficient production and better maintainability. Capable of driving motors from 0.125 to 25 horsepower at 240 or 480 VAC, the drive offers a full suite of motor control – variable frequency, open loop current, closed loop speed, reversing and dynamic braking – and all of the
benefits of network communications, flexible software support and easy installation. Because the V1000 is such a valuable tool, it can be a headache when something goes wrong. With dozens of fault codes to parse and diagnose, it may be difficult to identify where your drive is encountering issues. To help you diagnose issues you’re having the
V1000, we ran a five-part series covering the most common fault codes encountered on the drive. Below you will find a list of each fault covered in the series, a brief description of each fault and a hyperlink to each part in the series. We encourage you to read each part in full, as they include important information on possible causes, troubleshooting
techniques and suggested resolutions for each fault. Part 1 – Overcurrent and Overvoltage Overcurrent – The drive will display “oC” on the keypad. This fault occurs when the drive’s sensors detect an output current greater than the specified overcurrent level. Overvoltage – The drive will display “ov” on the keypad. This fault indicates the voltage in
the DC BUS has exceeded the overvoltage detection level. This value is 410 V for 200 V drives, and 820 V for 400 V drives. Part 2 – Input Phase Loss and Baseblock Input Phase Loss – The drive will display “PF” on the keypad. This fault means the drive input power has an open phase or a large imbalance of voltage between phases. To ensure your
drive detects this fault, parameter L8-05 must be enabled (set to 1). Baseblock – This drive will prompt “bb” to display on the keypad. The baseblock fault is more of an alarm than an actual fault. This alarm occurs when the drive output is interrupted by an external baseblock signal. Baseblock signals are software parameters configured to act like
“SAFE-OFF” functions on similar drives, interrupting control power to the drive without a dedicated terminal. Part 3 – Output Phase Loss and PG Disconnect Output Phase Loss – The drive will display “LF” on the keypad. This fault indicates phase loss on the output side of the drive. The drive will only detect this fault when parameter L8-07 is set to 1
or 2. When set to 1, only one output phase has to open for the fault to trigger. Set to 2, two output phases need to be open. PG Disconnect – The drive will display “PGo” on the keypad. This fault means the drive has not received any pulses from the pulse generator within a specified time frame. The default time delay to trip this fault is 2 seconds, but
this can be adjusted with parameter F1-14. Part 4 – Control Fault and Major Faults Control Fault – The drive will display “CF” on the keypad. This fault means the torque limit was reached continuously for three seconds or longer during ramp to stop. This only triggers when the drive is in Open Loop Vector Control mode. Major Faults – The drive will
display “CPFxx” on the keypad, where “xx” is a two-digit number. These faults indicate severe hardware failure, which corrupts data or interferes with critical operations needed by the drive to function. In almost every case, the drive must be repaired or replaced. Part 5 – Ground Fault and Run Command Error Ground Fault – The drive will display
“GF” on the keypad. This fault occurs when there is a short circuit somewhere along the grounding connection. It will trigger when the current to ground exceeds 50 percent of the rated current on the output side of the drive. Run Command Error – The drive will display “EF” on the keypad. This error means the Forward Run input and Reverse Run
input where both sequenced at the same time for over 0.5 seconds. This is typically a simple sequencing error that causes the drive to ramp to stop. If you have any questions about the V1000 or drive fault codes, contact our experts today!
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